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Learning goals

● Understand how machine learning (ML) components are parts of 
larger systems

● Illustrate the challenges in engineering an ML-enabled system 
beyond accuracy

● Illustrate the challenges in engineering an AI-enabled system 
beyond accuracy
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Outline

● Traditional Programing vs. ML
● Case Studies
● Model-Centric Pipeline: ML Basics

○ Features
○ Model Building
○ Evaluation

● Why ML/AI projects fail?
○ What’s wrong with the model-centric pipeline?
○ Are there any new challenges?
○ ML Ops



Why ML/AI projects fail?



Why ML/AI projects fail?



Model-centric vs system-wide focus

● Traditional Model Focus (data science)

What’s wrong with the 
model-centric pipeline?



Insufficient (relevant) data

● “Little attention is paid at the one end to how data is collected and 
labeled.”

● “Paradoxically, data is the most undervalued and de-glamorized 
aspect of AI.”

● Understand the Data Requirements



World is not static

● Concepts drift

○ ML estimates f(x) = y 

○ What if the relationship between x & y changes over time?



Reasons for change?



Reasons for change?



Reasons for change?



World is not static

● Newer better models released

○ Better model architectures

○ More training data



ML makes mistakes



Mitigation strategies?



Collecting feedback



Updating Models

● Models are rarely static outside the lab

● Data drift, feedback loops, new features, new requirements

● When and how to update models?
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Human in the loop



Design for failures/mistakes

● Human-AI interaction design (human in the loop):

● Guardrails

● Mistakes detection and correction

● Undoable actions

https://ckaestne.medium.com/safety-in-ml-enabled-systems-b5a5901933ac



How to implement these 
mitigation strategies?



System-wide pipeline: MLOps  



ML models as part of a system







Traditional vs. System-wide ML Pipeline

● Traditional

○ Get labeled data

○ Identify and extract features

○ Split data into training and evaluation set

○ Learn model from training data

○ Evaluate model on evaluation data

○ Repeat, revising features

● With production data

○ Evaluate model on production data; monitor

○ Select production data for retraining

○ Update model regularly
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What (real) challenges are there in 
building and deploying systems 
with ML?



The road to production: a paradigm shift



T-shaped professionals



What makes software with ML 
challenging?

● Lack of specification (unreliability, uncertain output, mistakes)?



Lack of specification



What makes software with ML 
challenging?

● Lack of specification (unreliability)?

● Complexity?



Complexity in Engineering Systems

● Automobile ~30K parts

● Airplane ~3M parts

● MS Office ~40M LOC

● Debian    ~400M LOC



What makes software with ML 
challenging?

● Lack of specification (unreliability)?

● Complexity?

● Big Data?



Big Data?



What makes software with ML 
challenging?

● Lack of specification (unreliability)?

● Complexity?

● Big Data?

● Interaction with the environment?



Interaction with the environment

What challenges could be new? What challenges 
could be magnified?



Safety?

Safety risks?
How can you mitigate these risks?



Interaction with the environment: safety





Interaction with the environment: 
feedback loops

ML Model: Use historical arrest records to predict crime rates by 
neighborhoods
Used for predictive policing: Decide where to allocate police patrol



Feedback loops



Feedback loops



What makes software with ML 
challenging?

● Lack of specification (unreliability)

● Complexity

● Big Data

● Interaction with the environment



What makes software (systems) with ML 
challenging?

● It’s not all new

● Safe software with unreliable components

● Cyber-physical systems

● Non-ML big data systems, cloud systems

● "Good enough" and "fit for purpose" not "correct"

● We routinely build such systems

● ML intensifies our challenges



ML COMPONENT TRADEOFFS
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Qualities of ML Components

● Accuracy

● Capabilities (e.g. classification, recommendation, clustering…)

● Amount of training data needed

● Inference latency

● Learning latency; incremental learning?

● Model size

● Explainable? Robust?

● …
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Understanding Capabilities and Tradeoffs

● Deep Neural Networks ● Decision Trees
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Trade-offs: Cost vs Accuracy
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"We evaluated some of the new methods offline but the additional 
accuracy gains that we measured did not seem to justify the 
engineering effort needed to bring them into a production 
environment.”



Trade-offs: Accuracy vs 
Interpretability
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
CONSIDERATIONS
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Case Study: Augmented reality 
translation



Where should the model live?
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Where should the model live?
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Where should the model live?
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Typical Designs

● Static intelligence in the product
○ difficult to update
○ good execution latency
○ cheap operation
○ offline operation
○ no telemetry to evaluate and improve

● Client-side intelligence
○ updates costly/slow, out of sync problems
○ complexity in clients
○ offline operation, low execution latency
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Considerations

● How much data is needed as input for the model?

● How much output data is produced by the model?

● How fast/energy consuming is model execution?

● What latency is needed for the application?

● How big is the model? How often does it need to be updated?

● Cost of operating the model? (distribution + execution)

● Opportunities for telemetry?

● What happens if users are offline?
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Summary

● Production AI-enabled systems require a whole system perspective 
beyond just the model or the pipeline

● Machine learning brings new challenges and intensifies old ones

● Building ML systems need team efforts

● Collaborative culture among Software Engineers, Data Scientists, 
Stakeholders is necessary
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